
During boring, grout injected under high pressure is 

mixed with the soil to form a soil-mix pile. With Tubular 

Soil Mixing (TSM), the drill bit bores inside a casing tube. 

With Cutter Soil Mixing (CSM), a milling cutter is used 

without a tube. Other options are twin and triple boring, in 

which two or three piles are formed respectively without 

casing tubes. 

 

 

Execution 

A complete soil mix system consists of a stationary system with 

a semi-automatic or fully automatic mixing pump (silo mixing 

pump) and a drilling rig. In this stationary system, a grout mix-

ture is prepared from water and cement-based binders. This mix-

ture is pumped under very high pressure to the tip of the drill 

rod and injected there. The drilling rig is equipped with one or 

more drilling heads with high pull-down and pull-up force. The 

pile diameter is precisely determined by the cutting and mixing 

tool. Hydraulic energy is used to obtain a homogeneous mix. The 

verticality of the soil mix pile is continuously measured and 

logged versus depth. In the first phase, the primarily piles are 

formed alternately with a spacing such that they can be joined 

together later by the secondary piles. 
With Tubular Soil Mixing (TSM), a casing tube is used to allow 
the secondary piles to be bored precisely between and intersect-
ing the primary piles and to achieve sufficiently small verticality 
tolerances. To ensure correct pile placement, a concrete guide 
beam is first formed and the piles are centred on this beam. TSM 
piles can retain both soil and water. The TSM method can be 
regarded as a full-fledged alternative to concrete secant pile 
walls. The casing tube ensures the verticality and overlap of the 
piles. In most cases the water tightness of TSM walls is even 
better than that of concrete secant pile walls. The stability of the 
TSM wall is ensured by the reinforcement in the secondary piles 
and/or by fitting anchors or jack struts.  
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Twin and triple piles are variants of this method. They involve 

forming either two or three piles simultaneously without casing 

tubes. With the twin pile method, both secondary piles are rein-

forced. With the triple pile method, reinforcement is provided in 

the centre primary pile and in the outer secondary piles. Water-

retaining walls and sheet piling can also be implemented by in-

creasing the overlap between the piles. In some cases they can 

be used as an alternative to Berlin walls. Execution is fully vibra-

tion-free. 

 

Cutter Soil Mixing (CSM) works entirely without casing tubes. 

A milling cutter with a width of 2.8 m, which can mill down to a 

depth of 20 m, is used. 

 

 
 
Applications 

- Pile walls. 

- Due to their superior water-tightness properties, TSM pile walls 

are especially suitable for use as watertight sheet piling for 

soil rehabilitation work. 

- Another application is based on chemical mixing. In this case 

the grout is partially or fully replaced by chemicals that are 

bonded in the implemented screen and act as a passive filter to 

purify the contaminated groundwater stream. 
- Tension piles or foundation piles. Thanks to the high fluidity 
of the pile body immediately after execution, any desired type of 
reinforcement or tension element can be built into the pile. 

- Energy piles. An especially attractive possibility in this con-

nection is the use of foundation piles with heat exchangers, 

which are called ‘energy piles’. A heat exchanger is built into the 

(foundation) pile in addition to the reinforcement. These energy 

piles can then be connected to a collector with heat exchangers. 

Advantages 

- Fully vibration-free execution. 

- Few provisioning problems and simple logistics, which is espe-

cially important in cities and busy centres. 

- Soil reuse instead of soil replacement by concrete. The removal 

volume is only 30% to 40% of the pile volume. 
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